
GENERALIZED CONSERVATION LAWS

A. P. STONE1

1. Introduction. Let (w1, u°, ■ ■ ■ , un) form a (local) coordinate sys-

tem belonging to the ring A of germs of analytic functions at some

point P of an analytic manifold, and let m°(P)=m1(P)= • • ■ = Mn(P)

= 0. Denote by 8 the localization of the module of differential forms

on the manifold; 8 is in fact a free A -module with generators

idu°, du1, ■ • ■ , du") where d is the operation of exterior differentia-

tion. If h and k are endomorphisms of 8, we shall call an element

9££a conservation law for h and k if and only if 6, hd, and kd are

all (locally) exact forms. This definition generalizes the idea of a con-

servation law for a single endomorphism h. The reader should see

[4] or [5] for example.

The problem considered in this paper is that of determining all

conservation laws 0£8 for a given h and k. As in [6] it is convenient

to impose some conditions on h and k. Specifically we will require

that h and k have distinct eigenvalues and certain (Nijenhuis) ten-

sors derived from h and k vanish. For example, the vanishing of the

tensor [h, h] is an integrability condition which, with appropriate

hypotheses, ensures the existence of a basis of conservation laws for S.

The preceding problem is identical to the following one concerning

systems of linear homogeneous partial differential equations in three

independent variables. Let the matrix Qi*/) represent h and the matrix

ikj) represent k with respect to the basis (<2m°, du1, • ■ ■ , dun) of 8.

If one considers the system

a«'"        i dua        i du"
(1.1) -+ h*-+ka-= 0,        * = 0,1, •••,«,

dt dx dy

where the use of Greek indices indicates a summation from 0 to 11,

and ity) and ikf) depend only on u°, u1, • ■ ■ , «", the problem is one

of finding a suitable nonsingular matrix which multiplies the matrix

equation (1.1) on the left so as to obtain a new system

d d d
(1.2) — U + — V + — W = 0

dt dx dy

where If, V, and W are column vectors depending on «°, w1, • • • , un.
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The system (1.2) is a system of conservation laws. We note that in

particular the system (1.1) is said to contain a single conservation law

df     dg     dh
(1.3) -±+.± + —=0

dt      dx      dy

provided that functions Vo, V\, ■ • ■ , v„ of «°, u1, ■ ■ ■ , un can be found

such that

du"       df a du»       dg
Va - = - , Vahfi - = -

dt        dt dx       dx

and

a duf>      dh

dy      dy

Since many properties are known for systems of partial differential

equations which contain conservation laws it is of interest to know

when systems such as (1.1) contain conservation laws or can be ex-

pressed entirely in terms of conservation laws. For example, in the

study of hyperbolic partial differential equations one finds that the

notion of a weak solution of (1.2) depends on the fact that (1.2) is a

system of conservation laws (see [2]).

2. Preliminaries. In this section some definitions which appear

elsewhere are repeated. As in §1, let S be the free ^-module on (w + 1)

generators (du°, du1, • • • , du"). One defines <2w< by giving its value

on an element d/du' of £ = Hom(S, A). That is, (d/du', dui) = b]E:A

for i, i(E(0, 1, ■ ■ • , n). The elements of E are called vector fields

even though A is a ring of germs. Since E is also a free A -module on

generators (d/du°, d/du1, ■ ■ ■ , d/dun), any element MCE can be

written uniquely in the form M = ma d/dua for functions mtdA.

Vector fields are derivations of A into itself: that is, for any a, b(EA

and M£-E, M(ab)=a(Mb)+b(Ma).
The elements of E will be denoted by L, M, • ■ ■ , while the ele-

ments of S will be denoted by 6, <f>, ■ ■ ■ , and so forth. An endomor-

phism h of S will be distinguished from its adjoint by writing Lh

when h acts on elements of E and hd when h acts on elements of S.

That is, (Lh, d) = (L, hd) for any LEE and 0G£.
If A*S denotes the exterior algebra generated by S, we note that

an element jFiEHom^S, fi) induces homomorphisms of A*8 which is

a direct sum

a*£ = A°e © Axe © • • • e Ane
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where A°8 = ^4 and A1£=S. The induced transformations which are

of primary interest to us are defined by

(2.1) h^'ie a <*>) = he A h<b,

(2.2) *<»(» a <?>) = he a <t> + e a H,

for any 6, #£S. The map hm is the identity on 8AS. The equation

(2.1) defines a homomorphism of A*£, and (2.2) defines a derivation.

That these maps are well defined may easily be verified.

The Nijenhuis torsion [h, h] of h is defined for any 0£8 as an

element of Honu(8, 8A8) by the formula

(2.3) [h, h]e = - h^de + h^dhd - h^dhW.

Again it is easy to establish that [h, h] is well defined. If [L, M]

denotes the Lie bracket of any two vector fields L and M, then a dual

characterization of [h, h] as an element of Hom.<(EAE, E) may also

be obtained by setting

iLAM)[h,h]

= [L, M]h~ + [Lh, Mh] - [Lh, M]h - [L, Mh)h.

It should be observed that if h is singular one can always obtain a

nonsingular transformation h* such that [h, h]= [h*, h*] simply

by setting h* = h-\-aI, where a is a suitable nonzero constant.

Finally, for any endomorphisms h and k of 8 the differential con-

comitant [h, A]EHom(g, 8AS) for any 0(E8 is defined by the

formula

\h,k}o = h\-[h^k^-ihky»\do

+ [h^dkd + k^dhe] - [dhke + dkhe] j.

A dual formula which appears in [l] can also be established. It is

given for any L and MElE by

U A M)[h, k] = %{[L, M]hk + [L, M]kh + [Lh, Mk]

(2.6) + [Lk, Mh] - [Lh, M]k - [Lk, M]h

- [L, Mh]k - [L, Mk]h\.

3. The conservation law problem. The result obtained in this sec-

tion can be stated as follows. Let h and JcGHomi(8, 8) and the eigen-

values of h and k respectively be distinct. If [h, h] and [h, k] vanish

and hk = kh, then 9 is a conservation law for h if and only if 6 is a

conservation law for k. Since the problem of obtaining conservation

laws for a single endomorphism has been treated in several papers (see
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[4], [5] and [6]), one is then in a position to apply the results of these

investigations and obtain conservation laws for a collection of endo-

morphisms hi, h2, • • • , hp under appropriate hypotheses.

If the eigenvalues X0, Xi, • • • , X„ of h are distinct, then h is cyclic

on 8 (its adjoint is also cyclic on E) and the assumption that hk = kh

implies k is a polynomial in h. That is, k has the form

(3.1) k = /(h) = bol + bih + ■ ■ ■ + bnh",       bi G A,

and any eigenvectors of h are also eigenvectors of k while

(3.2) B{ = f(\i) = b0 + ftiX, + • • • + &„X",        i G (0,1, • • • , n),

are the eigenvalues of k.

Theorem 3.1. // the eigenvalues X0, • • • , X„ of h are distinct, if

hk=kh and if [h, h] = [h, k] = 0, then there exist coordinates v°, ■ • • ,

v" such that d/dv* (i = 0, 1, • • • , «) are eigenvector fields of h and k,

and the corresponding eigenvalues X< and j3,- of h and k respectively are

functions of vf alone.

Proof. Let L, and Lj (i^j) be eigenvector fields of h. Since

hk = kh, Li and Lj are also eigenvector fields of k. Thus if one sets

Lih=\iLi, Ljh=\jLj, Lik=fiiLi, and Ljk—^jLj and applies equa-
tion (2.6) the result is

2(Li A Lf)[h, k] = [Lh L,]{(h - Xil)(k - BJ) + (h - \jl)(k - BJ)}

+ {(\f - XiKLjp,) + (fa - ^(L^Li

+ {(Xi- Xy)(IA) + (fii - ft)(L,Xy)}ly.

In the event that h — k the above relation reduces to

(Li A L,)[h, h] = [Li, L^h - XJ)(h - Xjl)}

+ (X,- - X^OLyX^L, + (LiX^Li],

and the existence of coordinates v°, • • • , V such that d/oV, • ■ ■ ,

d/dvn are eigenvector fields (cf. [l] and [3]) is a consequence of

[h, h]=0. Moreover since X,5^Xy it follows that (LfX,-)=0 for i^j

and consequently X,- depends on vi alone.

If one returns to the original formula for 2(Li/\L,) [h, k] it is now

clear that the vanishing of [h, h] yields

2(Li A Li)[h,k] = (Xi - X,){(L3i3,)ii + (L^Lf],

and hence j8, does not depend on v' if [h, k] vanishes.

Theorem 3.2. Let h have distinct eigenvalues \j. If hk = kh and
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[h, h] = [h, A] =0 and 0£8 is a conservation law for h, then it is also

a conservation law for k.

Proof. The conditions of the theorem guarantee the existence of a

basis of eigenforms (dn°, dv1, - - • , dvn) of 8, and any conservation

law for h must have the form d = a0dv'>-\- ■ • ■ -\-andvn, where each

function ay depends on v' alone. Consequently

ke = aaPodv0 + arfidv1 + ■ ■ ■ + anfindV

and hence by Theorem 3.1 it follows that dikd) = 0. Since closed forms

are also (locally) exact, 8 is then a conservation law for k.

It should be remarked that the vanishing of [k, k] is a consequence

of the hypotheses imposed on h and k in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. This

fact should be clear from the following argument. Since one can al-

ways obtain a generator d of 8 which is also a conservation law (for h)

simply by setting 6 = dv°+dv1+ ■ ■ ■ +dvn and thereby obtain a basis

id, hd, h26, - • - , hn6) of 8, it suffices to compute [k, *](fi'0) for

t = 0, 1, • ■ ■ , n. The vanishing of [k, k] is then a consequence of the

fact that dik'hty) = difi^JLv") =0 for any pair (i, j) of nonnegative

integers.

If the additional condition that k has distinct eigenvalues /3y is

imposed, then one can obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3. If h and k have distinct eigenvalues Xy and /3y respec-

tively, hk = kh, and [h, h]= [h, k] =0, then any conservation law for

k is also a conservation l-aw for h.

Proof. Since idv°, dv1, ■ ■ ■ , dv") is a basis of eigenforms for £,

any conservation law for k will have the form

4> = Yo<fo° + yidv1 + • ■ ■ + yndvn,

where the functions 7,- may be functions of more than one variable

»*. It suffices to show that ji = yiivi), for then clearly dih<p)=0. To

simplify the notation, let us set d7,/6V = 7y,,- and use Greek indices

a and cr to indicate summations. Then the hypotheses that d<j>

= dik<p)=0 lead to the conditions

(i) dd> = iy«,a—ya,„)dvaAdv' = 0and

(ii) dik<j>) = (|3„7,,a-/3a7a.,)<ft>aAdV - 0
which may be rewritten as

(i') 7i,;=7y,.and

(ii') /3,-Yi.y = &7y><
where tVj. Since ft are distinct, it follows that 7<.j = 0 or 7< = 7<(w')-
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4. Conclusion. Since it is known that conservation laws exist

(locally) for a single endomorphism h in the case that h has distinct

eigenvalues and [h, h]=0, one then observes that this class of con-

servation laws agrees with the class of conservation laws for a given

k if the conditions [h, k] = 0, kh = hk, and k has distinct eigenvalues

are additionally imposed. That this class can in fact be quite large

may be seen from equation (2.3), which says that if 0 is a conserva-

tion law for h, then h*0 is also a conservation law for any positive

integer i.

The author is indebted to the referee for his helpful comments.
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